
M uch of today’s technology
reporting is focused on
the potential threats
posed by developments.
Dangersareseeninevery-

thing from robots to flying drones and
two-wheeled “hoverboards”. Physicist
Stephen Hawking has even warned that
full artificial intelligence “could spell the
endofthehumanrace”.

Such concerns are not new, according
to Carl Benedikt Frey, co-director of the
Oxford Martin programme on technol-
ogy and employment at Oxford univer-
sity. “Fears about technology, and cer-
tainly fears that technology will destroy
our jobs, have been with us for as long as
jobshaveexisted,”hesays.

From the weaving machines of the
industrial revolution to the bicycle,
mechanisation has prompted concerns
that technology will make people redun-
dant or alter society in unsettling ways.
In the early 1800s, Luddites smashed
machines that put them out of work,
while historians argue that later in the
19th century the popularity of the bicy-
cleaidedfemale liberation, thegrowthof
socialism and the end of rigid class divi-
sionsaspeoplebecomemoremobile.

Earlier dictatorial regimes such as the
Roman empire made it easy to block
progress as rulers prevented machines
from doing work and destabilising soci-
ety.But thatchangedafter the industrial
revolution, “as merchants saw the gains
from technological progress and they

became increasing influential”, Mr Frey
says. Technological growth became
linked to policymaking as the industrial
revolution became both a political and
an economic story. “The more people
benefit from technology, you see more
rapidadoptionof it,”addsMrFrey.

Today’s greatest fears, from loss of
employment to the end of civilisation,
centre on robots and artificial intelli-
gence. But even these are almost 100
years old. The word “robot”, from the
Czech robota meaning “slavery”, was
coined for writer Karel Capek’s 1920

play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots).
In the drama, a sophisticated robot

workforce (closer to the human-like
replicants of 1982 sci-fi film Blade
Runner than machines) moves from
subservience to eventually destroy
humanity. This dark threat seems to

Technophobia is so last century
From the industrial
revolution on,machines
have prompted human
fears, saysAdam Jezard

have hovered over our species, at least
in fictional terms, ever since, from
film-maker Fritz Lang’s Metropolis of
1927ondown.

In Capek’s and Lang’s dystopias, com-
panies create profits from marginalised,
impoverished workforces while spoilt
elites live privileged lives. Inevitably the
oppressedunderlingsrebel.

While drawing parallels with today’s
wealth-divided society is almost irre-
sistible, Mr Frey does not see the same
“rage against the machine” from the
past that is reflected in these dramas.
“There are reasons to be concerned, but
it is difficult to see which democracy
would accept 1 per cent of the popula-
tion being dependent on machines and
therestofsocietydeprivedofwork.”

However, the latest technological
push has created few new jobs in itself.
Oxford Martin research found 8.2 per
cent of the US workforce moved into
careers associated with new technolo-
gies in the 1980s. The equivalent
number for the 1990s was 4.4 per cent,
while inthe2000s itwashalfapercent.

Instead Mr Frey says technology has
increased the range of tasks skilled
workers can perform. “You would have
assumed bank tellers would have been
replaced by ATMs, but there are now
more branch relationship managers, so
jobschange,”hesays.

He adds that for every new tech job
created in London, about five jobs are
added to the local economy as services
from hairdressing to retail grow to meet
demand, though in the future automa-
tion may do away with some lower-
skilledwork(seerobots story,Page2).

Vivek Wadhwa, a fellow at Stanford
Law School in the US who writes often
about the “unintended consequences”
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of technological change, says the prob-
lem today is that Silicon Valley is in too
much of a hurry to make profits.

“In previous times it took technolo-
gies ages to advance to the stage where
they could become a threat, so we had
decades to discuss the transition from
old to new,” Mr Wadhwa says. “But that
is no longer the case. Self-driving cars,
for example, will be good for the elderly,
but they will take away millions of jobs
from people who drive cars for a living.
Everytechnologyhasadarkside.”

Mr Wadhwa also predicts a science
fiction-like future, but warns the out-
come is not a certainty. “I really see a
Star Trek future, but the bad side would
beMadMax. Itwillbehardtoworkthese
things out but I think we’ll get there. We
need to be aware of the problems and
start fixingthem.”

Perhaps what are needed are better
global regulatory models, possibly
based on the UK’s Human Fertilisation
and Embryology Authority, to govern
developments. The HFEA recently gave
approval for experimental use of the
DNA editing process Crispr to switch
genesonandoff inanewlyfertilisedegg.

Mr Wadhwa thinks such a framework
would be beneficial but hard to enforce.
“If we can’t agree between countries,
how can we agree as the human race to a
setofsharedethical standards?”

Instead of science fiction, maybe we
shouldconsider thecurrentcommercial
and ethical success of technologies that
were once considered highly disruptive.
After all, we have been here before: the
introduction of hoverboards and drones
has similarities to the birth of the bike
andthe internalcombustionengine.

Like hoverboards and drones, bikes
and cars had commercial and leisure
uses and we have, with legislation and
time, become used to them. They

brought economic benefits in terms of
jobs and transport, but as Mr Wadhwa
says, technology produces unintended
consequences.

For example, in 2014, 3.6m cycles
were sold in Britain, producing sales of
£771m. The total new and used
motor vehicle market in the UK was
reported to be £88.5bn in 2014, up from
£79.4bnin2013.

Sales mean prosperity and employ-
ment for many, but there is a human
cost. In 2014, 113 cyclists were killed in
Britain and 3,400 seriously injured,
mostly after accidents with cars. More
than 1,700 UK citizens died in car
crashes in2013.This isbeforetheeffects
of car pollution on human health and
greenhouse gases have been counted,
andthese figuresare foronecountry.

New technologies are likely to have
similar side effects. In 1979 Robert
Williams, a Michigan Ford car worker,
gained a dubious Guinness World
Records mention for becoming the first
person to be killed by an industrial
robot. In December, a boy fell off a hov-
erboard in north-west London and was
killedbyabus, thefirst suchUKdeath.

What the total cost of the latest devel-
opments will be — whether in terms of
incomes, jobs or lives cut short — is hard
foranyonetopredict.

Continued frompage1

Our fears of
tech are so
last century

When Freee, an accounting software
provider for small businesses, started
out four years ago, few Japanese inves-
tors were excited by the machine learn-
ingtechnologybehinditsservices.Sothe
start-up turned to DCM, a Silicon Valley
venturecapital firm,toraisefunds.

But in 2016 the financing environ-
ment for Freee has drastically changed,
thanks to a big helping hand from the
Japanesegovernment.

For the first time since 1998, Japan is
preparing to ease banking regulations to
allow financial institutions to take
larger stakes in “fintech” — financial
technology—start-ups.

Currently, the nation’s banking
groups are mostly restricted from hav-
ing units operating in areas that are
not directly linked to financial services.

Government and bank officials say
the push for deregulation is driven by a
sense of crisis that Japan was falling
behind the US and UK in capturing the
growth of online financial services, such
as online payments, lending and digital
currencies.

“Unless we change drastically in
terms of both speed and technology, we
feel a strong sense of threat that the
market will be overtaken by the rise of
technology players,” says Sumitomo
Mitsui Financial Group, Japan’s second-
largestbankbymarketvalue.

The sense of urgency is further driven
by the need for Japan’s banks to
diversify investments and boost returns
by reducing exposure to government
bonds. Those pressures have intensified
with the Bank of Japan’s decision in
January to adopt negative interest rates,
which have sent the yields on 10-year
Japanese government bonds into nega-
tiveterritoryfor thefirst time.

With more Japanese companies rush-
ing to join the fintech boom, Freee now
has a richer range of funding sources to
choosefrom.

In December, it raised Y1bn ($8.9m)
from a fintech fund formed by Japanese

financial services company SBI Hold-
ings, bringing its total fundraising
amount in2015toY4.5bn.

“The hurdle for the fintench industry
was high due to regulations and the
need to work closely with existing finan-
cial institutions,” says Sumito Togo,
Freee’s chief operating officer. “In that
sense, government support has been a
big factor in creating an environment
for fosteringfintechstart-ups.”

SBI’s fund aims to raise Y30bn from
investors includingtelecomsgroupSoft-
Bank, regional banks and others, which
would make it the largest domestic fund

focused on fintech start-ups. Japanese
ecommerce group Rakuten also
launched a $100m global fintech fund
in November.

Both fintech players and investors
admit the removal of regulatory hurdles
is just one of many steps Japan needs to

take to close its gap with overseas com-
petitors inthefield.

Another hurdle is the tiny market.
Japan’s fintechfirmsraisedaboutY14bn
($124m) in funds last year, according to
data provided by Money Forward, a
Tokyo-based fintech business that pro-
vides online personal accounting serv-
ices. Meanwhile fintech investments tri-
pled from $4.1bn in 2013 to $12.2bn in
2014,accordingtoAccenture.

Takeshi Goto, managing executive
officer at SBI Investment, estimates that
there are up to 130 fintech start-ups in
Japan. “There is back-up from the gov-
ernment, but we need to see the emer-
gence of more start-ups to spur the
industry,”MrGotosays.

The paucity of fintech firms stems
from longstanding challenges in nur-
turing young entrepreneurs. Many peo-
ple still prefer to work for big compa-
nies. In an effort to boost activity, Freee
offers software to ease the burden of
heavy paperwork associated with start-
ing a business.

Mobile payments emerged in Japan
more than a decade ago, and analysts
say confidence in existing services and
infrastructure led financial institutions

to underestimate the disruption
technology companies such as Google
andApplewouldcause.

“In addition to government regula-
tions, it is undeniable that the response
of Japanese banks to fintech has been
slow,” says Sadakazu Osaki, head of
research at Nomura Research Institute’s
centre for strategic management and
innovation.

Many more businesses are now claim-
ing to be fintech start-ups and Japanese
banks will need to assess their goals and
how they will keep up with the pace of
change inthe industry.

Companies such as Freee are, in turn,
under pressure to deliver the growth to
justify the rising investments. Global
competition is already intense for the
company, with rivals such as Xero and
Intuit already offering similar cloud-
basedfinancial software.

And Shunsuke Hayashi, business pro-
ducer at start-up consulting firm Dream
Incubator, warns: “Some fintech
start-up firms have successfully raised
capital, but the next phase is generating
concrete results. Unless those results
follow, some players may face fundrais-
ingchallenges.”

Japan starts to play catch-up in the fintech race
Banks and investment

Sense of urgency is driven
by the need to reduce
exposure to government
bonds, reports Kana Inagaki

Amazon, the online retailer, made
headlines last year with its trial of flying
drone deliveries, but its efforts look
puny compared to an earthbound robot
that can carry the equivalent of three
full shopping bags, or up to 13 kilo-
grammes.

Stuart Rivett, managing director of
Dutch parcel distribution business B2C
Europe, says practical limits on the
weight of any drone package are a hand-
icap to introducing flying deliveries and
dismisses Amazon’s experiments as “a
completePRstunt”.

While drone deliveries are still pie in
the sky, about 20,000 people have
alreadyseendeliveryrobotsundergoing
tests on streets in Estonia, Germany and
GreenwichinLondon.

Sensors on a robot’s casing detect
pedestriansandobstaclesandinstruct it
to slow down, stop or change course

while operators can talk remotely to
peoplewhocomeacross itviaaspeaker.

Human reactions have been moni-
tored by video cameras on the chassis
that give 360 degree coverage. Allan
Martinson, chief operating officer of
Starship Technologies, which makes the
robots, says the most common response
has been indifference: “Around 80 per
cent of people pay no attention to the
robot at all. They just walk past as if it is
themostnormal thing.”

Analysts predict the global market for
robotics will grow to about £83bn by
2025, soautonomousdeviceson
our roads — from driverless
cars to delivery bots — may soon
becomeascommonplaceasold-
fashionedbicycles.

The Estonia-based com-
pany was started by former
Skype co-founders Janus Friis
andAhtiHeinla.

They believe the retail
industry can replace vans for
home deliveries within a
small radius of a goods
depot. The robot’s battery

life of 2-2.5 hours gives it a range of
about 3 miles. But the effective radius is
determined by the economics of short-
range deliveries. In this niche market,
Starship says a machine that moves at
walking pace can cut out about 30 per
cent of vehicle deliveries.

Vans would drop goods in bulk at con-
venient centres where local orders
could be put into robots, slashing costs
ofdrivers, fuel,vansandcongestion.

The initial batch of 15 robots cost

under $10,000 each, but this should fall
with full-scale production. Starship’s
research and development bill so far has
been €2m, much of it being used to
employ software engineers to anticipate
the situations the robot will encounter
andprogramsuitable instructions.

The target is to reduce the cost of local
deliveries to under £1. Conventional
deliveriescancost£1-£5ormore.

Mr Martinson says that, compared
with flying drones, his electrically
powered robots use as much energy as a
lightbulb, a lot less than that required to

lift a small package into the sky in a
droneandkeepitaloft.

Then there is the question of
safety. “If just a few kilogrammes
fall from the sky it will do damage
to humans and property. Our robot
is like a rolling suitcase, [people] do
notconsider it tobedangerous.”

The robot is safer to use for
returns, Mr Martinson adds. Allow-

ing an untrained person to attach
something to a flying drone is fraught

with risk as packages could be over-
weightorunbalanced.

Nick Rogers, a partner with UK
law firm BLM, says robot technol-

ogy has been developed in advance
ofanyregulatoryframework.

“Governments and consumers will
not buy into any new service unless
they see it as 100 per cent safe,” Mr Rog-
ers says.

Trevor Dorling is the lead at Digital
Greenwich, the urban development ini-
tiative that has been testing the robots.
While his legal team is deliberating over
which traffic laws apply to a delivery
robot, he reports that “the legal issues
are much simpler than those associated
withairbornedrones”.

Meanwhile, delivery company DHL
has conducted tests with flying delivery
drones in Germany. A DHL quadcopter
drone spent three months ferrying
urgent medical supplies between main-
land Europe and the North Sea island of
Juist in2014.

Ole Nordhoff, responsible for German
parcel delivery at DHL, says the trial
proved that the €40,000 autonomous
drone could operate in rough weather.
DHL had to persuade German air traffic
authorities to relax rules stipulating
drones must remain in sight of a human
operator, while the regulators limited
testingto just threemonths.

“You need a lot of approvals from dif-
ferent people,” says Mr Nordhoff. “To
use drones in a broader way the regula-
tionshavetochange.”

Robot march to deliver packages is not pie in the sky
Logistics

Terrestrial machines could
prove more practical and
safer than flying drones,
writes Michael Dempsey

‘Take me to your sorting
office’: a Starship robot
at work

‘Unless the results follow,
some playersmay face
fundraising challenges’

A mbitious Ukrainian entre-
preneurs are endeavouring
to move their ailing, crisis-
torn economy towards a
high-tech one, far removed

from the traditional government-subsi-
dised smokestack industries that are
controlledbyahandfulofoligarchs.

Most western start-ups would not
encounter the same challenges. Alex
Podopryhora, who runs M2Epro in the
eastern city of Dnipropetrovsk with his
brother, says the conflict with Russia
hasbeenunnervingat times.

The company’s initial projects
included developing electronic plat-
forms for foreign exchange trading and
warehouse management systems for
western investors. When Russian-
backed separatists staged a rebellion in
the nearby Donbass region at the begin-
ning of 2014, the fallout threatened to
destabiliseDnipropetrovsk.

“Thewarwas just90kilometresaway,
there was a lot of unrest and gangs of
thugs were beating up pro-Ukrainian
students,” recalls Mr Podopryhora, who
is also an investment banker at Grupo
Santander.

“Our main backer and client, eBay,
wasconcernedabout its investment.”

So worried was Mr Podopryhora that
he almost moved 11 programmers and

their equipment to eastern Poland, but
fortunatelythesituationcalmeddown.

The company has since worked with
eBay to develop e-commerce products,
and has developed software that lets
sellers trade simultaneously on online
market places, including Amazon, eBay
andRakutenfora fee.

M2Epro, which is moving into profit
for the first time in itseight-yearhistory,
is part of a wave of businesses hoping to
move Ukraine from an old-fashioned to
a high-tech economy. Some feel this
transformation is too slow. Last year,
during the Yalta European Strategy
summit inKyiv, former IsraeliPresident
Shimon Peres urged Ukraine’s busi-
nesses to prepare for a high-tech future
as a means of freeing the country from
its troubles.Othersagree.

“Information technology is not an oli-
garchical business like coal, steel or
metallurgy and needs western investors
to help it thrive,” says former Ukrainian
presidentialadviserVadymKarasyov.

He adds that the Donbass conflict
needs to be resolved and the economy
reformed to create better conditions
and opportunities for small and
medium-sizedbusinesses.

But even without these changes, the
country’s 2,000 IT start-ups will
increase to more than 5,000 within

three years, says Andrey Kolodyuk,
founder and chairman of investment
firm AVentures Capital, who divides his
timebetweenKyivandSiliconValley.

More than $100m of private equity
was pumped into Ukraine start-ups in
2015alone, saysMrKolodyuk,citing the
success of Viktor Shaburov, who
founded the Looksery mobile applica-
tion for enhancing pictures in 2013. He
sold it two years later to Snapchat for
$150m.

Like many companies launched by
Ukrainians, Looksery is based in San
Francisco. Most start-ups employ pro-
grammers in Ukraine, but register com-
panies in Europe or the US, with a mar-
keting office in London, to satisfy west-
ern clients.

“The London office is a big selling
point for us,” says Anton Mishchenko,
chief executive of Youteam, which
employs four staff in London and four
in the Ukrainian city Lviv, and helps
other start-ups launch internationally.

Creating an international audience
for its products is one of the tasks facing
Oksana Borysenko, chief executive of
Enable Talk, which has developed sen-
sor-equipped gloves that translate sign
language into text on a mobile phone,
easing communication between deaf
andhearingpeople.

Ms Borysenko advises the minister of
economic development and trade and
is head of the Digital Ukraine trade
association.

She works with IT hubs in Kyiv, Lviv,
Kharkiv and Odessa as well as training
tech entrepreneurs in business tech-
niques including sales, marketing and
registeringandprotectingtheir ideas.

Ms Borysenko’s main concern is the
brain-drain, with foreign investors tak-
ingUkrainianITteamstoPoland,Slova-
kiaandSlovenia, forgreatersafety.

“Start-ups in Ukraine have the possi-
bility to revolutionise the economy,
butonly if there isnowar,”shesays.

Vitali Klitschko, Kyiv’s mayor, is try-
ing to resurrect the mothballed Bionic
Hill IT business park. He is also helping
develop the Seed Forum Ukraine
project, with Norwegian government
backing. The forum is a global network
that aims to marry would-be entrepre-
neurswith investors.

Despite the conflict with Russia,
the mood in the IT sector is buoyant.
Venture capitalist Mr Kolodyuk says
Ukraine is now specialising in the
internet of things, blockchain and bit-
coin. The first $1bn tech start-up is
within reach. “There will be unicorns in
five years with founders of Ukrainian
origin,”hesays.

Unrest does not
deter start-ups
in their efforts to
reform economy

UkraineDespite the conflict with Russia, themood
in the IT sector is buoyant, saysYuri Bender

Greenfield investments into Ukraine

Sources: fDI Markets; Unctad
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‘I really see a Star Trek
future, but the bad side
would beMadMax’
Vivek Wadhwa
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Talk about the internet of things is
often dominated by discussions of dull
but worthy lightbulbs and home
thermostats. So here is something a
little more tasteful: the internet of beer.

Perhaps digitised drinking was an
inevitable development, given the
millennial-hipster crowd’s intersecting
interests in technology and craft ale.
There are, for example, machines
such as Brewbot, a smart personal
microbrewery the size of a small

cabinet, that will create your own batch
of beer. It is monitored by sensors,
controllable from your smartphone
and takes the guesswork out of home
brewing.

The Brewie, currently available to
pre-order in the US and UK, is similar:
the hardware is small enough to fit on a
kitchen work surface. Both were
backed by enthusiastic crowdfunding
campaigns.

But it is on the industry side that the
internet of beer feels as if it is a solution
to a real problem.

Beer is a “just-in-time” product. It is
normally best drunk fresh — ideally a
brewery barrel should be consumed
within four days of opening before
staleness starts creeping in.

Inventory management in the bar
and pub industry, a key and sometimes

contentious area in a cash-driven
sector, is also being transformed.

Two years ago SteadyServ, a US
company, introduced the iKeg, an
internet-based beer monitoring system.
Each keg in a bar was fitted with a
radio-frequency identification tag that
holds information about the brewery,
the date the beer was brewed and the
delivery location. Each keg sits on top of
a sensor that monitors the rate at which
the liquid inside decreases, giving bar
managers a much more accurate
picture of how quickly it will run out.
This can help bars waste less and make
more money by identifying the top-
selling brands.

WeissBeerger, an Israeli company, is
doing something similar in Europe and
is finding that the process can yield
interesting data. Pubs can now have

dashboards that show them exactly
what beers are being drunk at what
time of day and in what combinations.

WeissBeerger found, for example,
that lager tends to be drunk earlier in
the day and that drinkers switch to
darker and sweeter options later in the
evening, says Hilton Young, the
company’s managing director.
Guinness is often bought as a single
item, while lager is a more social drink
and usually ordered in twos or threes.

“Heineken is a key partner, and it is
keen to get this consumer information
on how and when its beer is drunk,”
says Mr Young.

WeissBeerger’s backers include Eric
Schmidt, executive chairman of
Alphabet, Google’s new holding
company. The company plans to take
its technology one step further by

introducing the smart glass, which
will have a near-field communication
chip in it.

This device could provide even more
granular information about
consumption and customers. It could,
for example, connect with a drinker’s

smartphone and offer them exclusive
clips of goals during a football match if
they bought a certain beer — so perhaps
in future beer brands could sponsor
sport by the glassful rather than the
tournament.

The Glassify smart glass, currently
being tested in the US and Israel, could
tell pubs and restaurants more about
individual drinkers, such as if they are
regulars, how long they tend to stay
and how many drinks they have.

For customers the benefits are less
clear, but faster service could be one.
A smart glass could work, for example,
with some of the self-service draft
beer machines being introduced into
pubs and bars, particularly in the US.
These usually work with wristbands or
smart cards, which customers tap on
the machine to make purchases. A
connected glass seems a logical
progression.

It could also be used to encourage
responsible drinking, as the system
might notice if someone has had one
too many and call them a taxi.

Let’s raise a (smart) glass of real ale to the internet of alcohol
ON TECH

Maija
Palmer

F or decades, the biggest worry
of regulators at the US Food
and Drug Administration has
been medicines with toxic side
effects. Increasingly, however,

they are contending with a new danger
as the rise of “digital health” makes
cyber security potentially a matter of
lifeanddeath.

Someof themostexciting innovations
in medicine are coming from the use of
digital technology to improve monitor-
ingandmanagementofpeople’shealth.

But what are the risks of this new era
of “connected healthcare” being
exploited by people intent on stealing
sensitive data, or worse, causing harm
to patients? The FDA says the threat is

real. In January it issued recommenda-
tions for how manufacturers should
safeguard medical devices against cyber
breaches, urging them to make security
a priority in every stage, from the design
processofadeviceonwards.

“All medical devices that use software
and are connected to hospital and
healthcare organisations’ networks
have vulnerabilities,” says Suzanne
Schwartzof theFDA’sCenter forDevices
and Radiological Health. “Some we
can . . . protect against, while others
requirevigilantmonitoring.”

These concerns have been building
for some time. Dick Cheney, the former
US vice-president, revealed in 2013
that doctors had disabled the wireless

capabilities of his pacemaker as a pre-
cautionagainsthacking.

This added credibility to a storyline in
the TV drama Homeland in which
terrorists murdered a fictional vice-
presidentbysabotaginghispacemaker.

Kevin Bocek, head of security and
threat intelligence at Venafi, a cyber
security company, says such scenarios
arebecomingmoreplausible.

He cites the example of wearable
devices being developed to manage
treatment of chronic diseases. These
include diabetes kits that can determine
the right dosages of insulin based on a
patient’sglucose level.

“If a hacker was to intercept [wire-
less] traffic between the dosage tracker
and [the] communications network,
they could make the device relay lethal
dosages of medication to a patient,” says
Mr Bocek. “It could even be possible for
hackers and cyber criminals to take
over a healthcare provider’s entire net-
work of dosage tracker users and hold
their lives to ransom for financial and
othernefariousgains.”

Of course, it is in the interests of cyber
security professionals to talk up such
threats. However, while there have not
yet been any documented cases of phys-
ical harm caused by hackers, there is
plenty of evidence to show that health
technology isvulnerable toattack.

In 2015, the Office of Civil Rights in
the US said there were 253 breaches of
medical data affecting 112m health
records. Several big US health insurers,
including Anthem and Premera Blue
Cross, were among those targeted. “If
the bad guys are after health records
they’ll certainly go after wearables and
[connected]devices,”saysMrBocek.

Healthcare has become an important
front in the wider war against cyber
crime, not just because of the growing
volume of medical data being generated
and shared, but also because of the per-
sonal and potentially valuable nature of
the informationinvolved.

Critics say that, in the rush to digitise
patient records and embrace technol-
ogy, healthcare systems have not paid
enough attention to security. In the UK,
the Information Commissioner’s Office,
the privacy watchdog, says data
breaches in the NHS are “a major cause
forconcern”.

“The Health Service holds some of the
most sensitive personal information
available, but instead of leading the way
in how it looks after that information,
the NHS is one of the worst performers,”
said Christopher Graham, the Informa-
tionCommissioner, lastyear.

Such concerns are sure to increase
after Jeremy Hunt, UK health secretary,
announced plans in September for NHS
patients to have access to their medical
recordsonlinewithinayear.

Policymakers hope digital technology
can make health systems more efficient
in an era of rising demand and limited
resources. They also see an opportunity
to promote health and disease preven-
tion by giving people more insight into
what ishappening insidetheirbodies.

Many people already use wearable
apps to monitor information such as
physical activity, heart rate or sleep pat-
terns. The focus is now on developing
more sophisticated devices that can
produce clinically reliable data in front-
linehealthcareandmedical research.

PwC, the consultancy, reckons the
annual market for digital products and
services in healthcare will be worth
$61bn by 2020. Matthew Godfrey-Faus-
sett, a partner at law firm Pinsent
Masons, says improved security is cru-
cial if such projections are to be fulfilled.

“The integration of technology into
healthcare has the potential to revolu-
tionise patient care,” he says. “However,
the regulatory challenges associated
with medical devices and data protec-
tion, combined with scepticism among
the public about the use and safety of
theirpersonaldata, leave . . . significant
hurdles toovercome.”
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Hostage of the heart: pacemakers are at risk from cyber criminals—BSIP SA / Alamy

Until now the pharmaceutical industry
has been based on chemistry and biol-
ogy. Patients are treated with drugs that
work through biochemical interactions
withthebody’smolecularpathways.

Now GlaxoSmithKline, the UK phar-
maceutical company, is pioneering a
different approach: so-called bioelec-
tronics,orelectroceuticals.Theseaimto
turnourelectrical impulses intoamain-
stayofmedical treatment.

Kris Famm, head of bioelectronics
research at GSK, says scientists are
learning how the electrical language of
the body controls human organs in
order to provide precision therapies.
“What we’ve learnt so far looks very
promising,”hesays.

The company has established a net-
work of about 50 research collabora-
tions globally and seen remarkable
results throughanimal testing inarange
of diseases, Mr Famm says: “We believe
a future where clinicians are adminis-
tering bioelectronic medicines as well as
molecularones isapproaching.

“Our next challenge is to build the
tiny devices that will deliver these inter-
ventions and to prove they bring trans-
formational treatments forpatients.”

Substantial US government funding is
available for start-ups exploring the
sameterritory.Fundsareavailable from
a $248m programme called Stimulating
Peripheral Activity to Relieve Condi-
tions (Sparc), provided by the National
Instititutes of Health. There is also a
$79m initiative called Electrical Pre-
scriptions (ElectRx) run by the Defense
AdvancedResearchProjectsAgency.

The most high-profile research con-
necting electronics to people involves
the human brain. Neurotechnology
projects enabling disabled people to
control bionic limbs by thought and
prosthetic implants that reconstruct
damaged brain circuits have received
muchpublicity.

However, bioelectronics research is
focusing less on the central nervous
system than on the peripheral nerves
outside the brain and spinal cord, which
influence the function of every organ in
thebody.

Doug Weber, who runs Darpa’s
ElectRx programme, says: “The periph-
eral nervous system is the body’s infor-
mation superhighway, communicating
a vast array of sensory and motor
signals that monitor our health status
and effect changes in brain and organ
functionstokeepushealthy.”

A simple and well established exam-
ple is the pacemaker, which stimulates
theheart tobeatatahealthyrate.

The aim of researchers is to develop
more sophisticated devices pro-
grammed to read and correct the elec-
trical signals that pass along the nerves,
to treat conditions as diverse as inflam-
matoryboweldisease,arthritis, asthma,
hypertensionanddiabetes.

It may even be possible to use periph-
eral nerve stimulation to tackle disor-
ders rooted in the brain, according to
Darpa, for instance by reducing the
body’s overproduction of inflammatory
molecules, which are implicated in sev-
eralneurologicaldiseases.

One of the first companies to special-

ise in bioelectronics was SetPoint Medi-
cal, based in California. It was also the
first to receive money from the $50m
Action Potential Venture Capital Fund
GSK set up in 2013 to invest in compa-
niesdevelopingbioelectronicmedicines
andtechnologies.

The fund has invested in five compa-
nies so far. Moncef Slaoui, GSK’s head of
vaccines, says: “We see the develop-
ment of bioelectronic medicines as a
collaborative process that will only be
successful with the combined skills of
world-leading engineers, physiologists,
neuroscientists and informatics
experts.”

SetPoint is in early clinical trials with
adevicethatstimulates thevagusnerve,
the body’s longest individual nerve
which extends from the brain stem to
the abdomen by way of organs such as
the heart, oesophagus and lungs. This
exerts an anti-inflammatory effect, Set-
Point says, that will help rheumatoid
arthritis patients and those suffering
from Crohn’s disease, caused by inflam-
mationinthedigestivetract.

EnteroMedics, based in Minnesota,
has a more advanced clinical pro-
gramme also targeting the vagus nerve.
Results suggest that intermittently
blocking the nerve with high-frequency
electrical impulses can help obese peo-
ple lose weight by reducing their appe-
tite. But some experts worry that treat-
ments aimed at the vagus nerve, which
reaches so many organs, may have
unwantedside-effects.

Most bioelectronic research is still at
the stage of animal experimentation.
The aim of scientists is to develop ultra-
specific bioelectronic products that
work without any of the unwanted side
effects of today’s drugs. Or, as GSK puts
it: “To have the first medicine that
speaks the electrical language of our
body ready for approval by the end of
thisdecade.”

Scientists aim to harness power
of body’s electrical impulses
One to watch Bioelectronics
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The headlines are stark: “Robots will
steal your job.” Machines are already
revolutionising medicine and replacing
shop assistants. They are expected to
take over 11m jobs by the 2030s, accord-
ingtoDeloitte, theconsultancy.

Advocates wax lyrical about cost sav-
ings and increased productivity. Oppo-
nents say robots could cause the world
economyto implode.

Asset managers, meanwhile, think
robots and automation are among the
best investment opportunities of the
decade. Pictet Asset Management, the
Swiss fund house with £103.5bn in
assets under management, says the
industry is forecast to expand as much
as fourtimesfaster thantheglobalecon-
omyoverthenextdecade.

Last October it launched the Pictet-
Robotics mutual fund, which now
has about $500m in assets under man-
agement.

“By focusing on this theme, we can get
higher growth and should be able to get
better returns than a typical European-
focused fund,” says Peter Lingen, co-
managerof thePictet-Robotics fund.

Thefund’sbiggestholdingsarespread
across technology, medical and indus-
trial companies.They includeAlphabet,
the parent company of Google, which is
working on self-driving cars, and Intui-
tive Surgical, which designs and builds
surgical roboticsystems.

Industrial group Roper Technologies
ranksamongits10 largestholdings.

Another manager tapping into the
robotics trend is ETF Securities, the

UK-based provider of exchange traded
funds, which are traded on a stock
exchange and typically follow an index,
making them cheaper to invest in. ETF
Securities in 2014 launched Europe’s
first global robotics ETF with Robo-
Stox,whichcreates fundindices.

The product tracks an index of 79
companies involved in the global robot-
icsandautomationindustry.

ETF Securities defines a robot as a
machine that takes the role of a human
and automates it to allow mass produc-
tiontotakeplace.

Howie Li, co-head of ETF Securities’
Canvas platform, argues that much of
the growth will be driven by companies
in emerging markets buying robotics.
The trade body IFR World Robotics

estimates that the worldwide annual
supply of industrial robots is growing at
morethan15percentayearonaverage.

“Emerging markets are buying
robots,” says Mr Li. “Indonesia and Tai-
wan are aggressively buying robots in
manufacturing lines.”

However, the main driver of growth is
expected to be China, which currently
has relatively few robots and mecha-
nisedsystemsintheworkplace.

According to ETF Securities, the glo-
bal average number of robots per
employee in the workplace is 66 for
every 10,000 employees. This number
falls toapproximately30forChina.

“WeexpectChinatocatchuponrobot
density. There is still a lot of manual
labour but, as we’re going to get wage
inflation, we will see robotics come in,”
saysMrLi.

But not everyone is convinced a
robotics fund is the best place to park
money. Ben Seager-Scott, director of
investment strategy at Tilney Bestin-
vest, the UK wealth manager, says any-
onelookingto invest innicheareasmust
consider the investmentcase.

“One of the challenges to these type of
approaches is they are often driven by
an attractive story, such as the ‘rise of
therobots’,but investorsshouldbecare-
ful that they also give consideration to
some of the fundamental metrics, such
asvaluation,”hesays.

“It’s far too easy to get pulled in by the
story but [find] it is overvalued. You
need to make sure the story is turned
intoabonafide investmentcase.”

Adam Laird, passive investment
manager at Hargreaves Lansdown, the
investment platform, adds: “My feeling
on this is that investors should be
looking more broadly than just this
niche itself. Many investors are better
off with a broader technology or indus-
trial investment rather than sticking
rigidly to this theme. That way they are
spreadingtheriskmore.”

Performance of robotic funds and
ETFs has been less than stellar. So far
this year, Pictet’s fund has fallen 7.1 per
cent and ETF Securities’ product is
down 7.8 per cent, according to
Morningstar.

Mr Lingen admits that the Pictet-
Robotics fund has had a slightly “rocky
start”, given its exposure to industrials,
China and technology, which have all
suffered during the recent stock market
turmoil. However, he believes that the
long-term growth potential is huge.
“Two years ago we almost laughed at
autonomous cars, but now we’re almost
there,” he says.

Marie-Laure Schaufelberger, product
specialist in thematic equities at Pictet,
adds: “It is still early days. Over the next
five to seven years, we expect [this
fund]tooutperform.”

Growth of robotics in emergingmarkets
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